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Corky Hansen
News Editor

funds

needed to open course
prevents
BSU's
departments from adding new
The no vacancy sign is f1as~g
sections to accommodate
the
on the BSU campus. No 'i~te
, campus-wide overload of students.
solution to the problem - growing
Concern about the growing
more serious with each passing
student. population led to a resemester - appears to be in sight.. • evaluatiOnof the university's capital
"BSU is on a collision course -requests to the state legislature's
between growing enrollment. and
permanent building fund.
'
limited academic spacetsaid BSU
"Our number one, and only
President Charles Ruch.in an Aug. request, is fora $6.4'iniIUon general
23 address to faculty and staff.
purpose academic classroom with
University
officials expect
ample laboratory space," Ruchsaid
enrollment, to exceed 15,000 'in his address, which elicited
students this fall, and 20,000 ' applausefromtheaudience.
students by .theyear 2000., But a
"I think the classroom facility is a
shortage offac1llty, classrooms and wonderful, idea," said English

sections

'department
chairwoman Carol
•~Altlltiugh undesirable, it is 'an
Martin.
option that should be considered,
If approved, the facility would
said Ruch.
'
not be open to students until at least
''If our resources do not improve,
19971 saidSteve Schmidt, director of
we need to be in a position to make
inStitUtionalresearch,
strategic decisions about' our
Everra new facility will not
enrollment activities," said Ruch to
completely correct the situation. ' , faculty and staff.
"We're going to be playing catchThe reluctance felt by Ruch to
up for a long time," Ruch said.
' establish an enrollment cap is
"We will present a compelling
common on the BSUcampus.
argument that if BSU is to continue,
'1'm not in favor of an enrollment
to grow we simply must have a plan, cap," said Martin, citing fears that a
to meet our tnstrucnonat space
cap would' unfairly target nonrequirements in the immediate
traditional students.
future," Ruch said.
A Capon enrollmentwas examined
• Crowded continued
by university officialsin 1991.
on page 13
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Financial
/ DeplU'tm~nt
said.
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I'
point,"

said

Lois Kelly,

director of the Financial Aid
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The

ks
x

Aid

Department.
As of Aug.

18.... the
m~s.t-,Fil\an~i'~lA;i(}p~~ar,tIJ:l.ent,
,::~tu.dentseQgible;for;ffuaI\cial~,~vie.wedapphcatlo~sand,

.

.1

';~', ' ,

library construction. ~.only 395
building' daysleftl ' .' ,~,.page 4

.' ·veditheir:cll(~cks;py:;;;i"noUf.~d,'3,,1?&~'apRl.~~p-t~~t""1·'~:;>;'
j~:~,.,.,.
. Iti:~kWtfw~~¥e~,"~:~fr~:ij~~~~~1'~~~~-!!re';'::~.'.':',-,'\:'i'~
;~his~as':arealteam::.
,ThereW'ere,6,420 priority.,
i
effort" said BSUPresident
applitationsreceived,bY"!~
'Charles Ruch.
"
. April1. JJSU administrators;:
,University
, officials
anticipated that many would ,..
"
, decided in June to utilize,all .'not be processed by the start
'i;!
BSU's
resources
to 'of school,". '
"
compensate for two months
Ruch sent out enrollment ,'"
of down-time. Applicdations agrel~mentts h tohad 2 'eOeOnO
j
were not processed, ue to app ican s W 0 •. b •.
I
changes
in',
federal
admitted to the: U~lverSlty,
l'
regulations, which delayed
but whoseapplications h~d
the arrival of an updated
not yet been evaluated In
computer program.
July.
.'
Staff from all over campus
The agreement ~omml~s
were trained to assist the
the students to paytng their
Fmancial Aid,Department in
tuition and f~s in exchange
processing applications and
for an. extension of the fee
data entry. The department
deadl~ne .to Oct. 15. Any
also extended its working
financial aid .award~ to the
hours, to make up for the
students ,Will be directly
lost time.
credited to the paymel\t.~f , '
, "It's because of the efforts
Financial continued
of these people that we're as ,.
. .
..3 '
far along as we are _at this
on page 1'
j

rks t
addressing i;ssues' whichaffectBS~
Candidates must be full feestudents and [are) not mereIy there
paYmgBSU students withat,].~st.a
to boOsttheir resumes."
.,'
,
2.25GPA to qualify for thepoSltions~'
,
On··-oomg
.' ASBSU'pro,__
iPt-tsinclude To rep'resent either the11College
, .. ASBSU, l·s·see. kl'ng . .qu,alifi,ed
h 1 o,f"
o
th d eI
t f Arts and Sciences or. ec no ogy,
applicants for five vacancies in the participation in e ev opmen.o. , candidates must also be enrolled
student senate and three in the a $6.2 million campus education , with a declared major in the"
ju~ciary.
, .'
,
center; organizing an Idaho Student
II
"I'd li.ke.itto be as open as Summitl slated for Oct. 23; and, respectiveco ege.
hree
te t
.'..
h
ants to revamping the ASBSUconstitutio.n;',
The terms'for the t
sena apossible to everyone wow
.'
A,SBSU p.elson, ne,I Selecho, n,. Iargepositions will run through ,the.
be l'nv'olved,"ASBSU President C J
d
k' N
mbe of 1993
Martin said.
,
Director Oaire RigOtaidensaidiWo
secon wee In ove
r
,
According" to Brent.· Hunter,
of ~e_opensenate posts are pegged' , while the ~ollege-dedicated seats
ASBSU vice ·p'resident, the ne.w to repre;ent the BSUCollege of Arts will nave teJ:lllSthrough the second
senators and' stices wiIIbe joining , and SCiences and the ~~llege Qf ,weekofAprjl.of
1994~'The three
ave' active Jdministration; , ......' Technol~gr. ,The remalmng three
judiciary positi~ns will have terms
, "'~mrea:llyexcitedbyoui
plans are de<b,cated to, ,the BSUstude.nt
of one year.
,. ,
for the year,"said, Hunter. :~e'rebodyat:-Jarge.
. ... ' ., ...' , '
'.
,0 ASBSU'continLJed
really looking for:people to lom~~
, ,The ~
O~JUdl?ary~ts
~.on
page 13•.,
who, have a serious interest In at-Jargeas w~, RigmaIden saId.
.'.,
Kathleen F. Oi'cutt
StaffWriter
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·course.is intended to provide';
through D~c. 1Son Monday
may review a list"of service
school teachers with a better,' evenings from 6:3Q-9:30p.m. , ,'
positions at the Volunteer Services
understanding of drug and alcohol'
The '12 sessions will address ' office,located in the Student Union
issues.'
"
.
various business topics, andwill
BUildingin Stu!ient Activitie~. '
Students
throughout
the
Participants may register for,' feature a computer program, which
,The Board is also seeking
Northwest
be able tobenefit
both classes by mailor by phone. " allcwsparttclpantsto
simulate . volunteers to serve in leadership
fromtwoyideocourses offered via 'Materials will be mailedupon ,operatingtheir own companies. ,,capacities.
Available positions on '
satellite by,BSU; ,
,'
,receipt
of registration; . Fees can be
"The concluding session will
the board are Assistant Coordinator
The live interactive classes,
paid with a Visa or Mastercard, For present several top-level business,' of Agency Volunteers, Budget
"School Reform and Improvement
moreinformatiori, call ,theDivision 'executives who willprovide
a Coordina,torand Office Manager.'
Through Collaboration"
and, of Continuing Educ;ation at '385,:", personal view of important issues,
"Oassroo~Strategies: A Drug-Free 1702.
facirigorganizations today
Tomorrow,'" will be,' broadcast to
sites inIdaho, Oregon,
Montana,
Nevada,
Washington,
Alaska
and, ,
'
,
Vl'"
I'

will

Cours'e" erect' 'e'd fo'r \lol'un'te'e' r w'ork
prObUsineSSll1eri" " fl~d~.()rg(1nl.zQ'i()n

Illu~tra' tor's,'honer '
'sen'tor's 6a'ient,

=~~m~~~:.a
usingC-band',
A painting by BSU senior Scott
"School
Reform
.and
The Micro' 'M.B.A,:..program ,'6pportu,niti~,s,
to engage in Hall received an award In.the
,
,
, "'student
division' ofa national
Improvement
Through'
allows business professionals to ' volunteer service on the BSU
Collaboration"
is a two-credit
sharpen their weapons for the war campus and in the community areC(Jmpetition
hosted by the SOCiety,
graduate course taught by BSU. of business Without having·to call a offered to students, faculty, and -of.Illustrators, a New York-based
education' 'profe,ssor
Jeanne
cease-fire in order to return. to" staff through the Volunteer Servtces : professional organization.
Bauwens.
Coursework
school full-time.
'Board.'
,"
The acrylic·, tromp l'oeil
emphasize 'issues associated with
The non-credit M.B.A. offers the,
The Board, in its first full year pamting,entitled
"Pencility,"
school-community collaboration,
latest business theories and
of service to the BSUstudentbody
earnedHall a: $750 cash prize. The
shared decision making, site-based practtces, and presents them in a, and community,
coordinates'
Boise State art department
management
and ,school.,.
time'-efficient 12-session program,
service-orlented
programs"
received a $750 donation from the
community partnerships. ,It will The course is designed
for
opportunities
and projects in
Hallmark'Corporate Foundation.
also address the place of quality
managers and executives who. cooperation with various Boise
The painting was displayed in
management
techniques
in would like to build or update a community seryice organizations.
an exhibition oE-competition
education today. '.
solid foundation 'in current
Students, faculty and staff are winners, at the Museum of
"Classroom Strategies: A Drug- business theory and practice, and is encouraged to become involved in American Illustration in New York
Free Tomorrow" is a two- or threeuseful' for technical professionals
many of the volunteer programs
dtybetween Aprl.I26 and May 14.
credit graduate class coordinated
who move into positions requiring
available. Programs offered include
by Phyllis Sawyer, director of the management skills.,
guiding tours in the Boise Art
' Last year there were 21 cash
BSU Wellness Center and of the
The practical, solution-oriented
Museum, helping the elderly and
award winners out of 5,000 entries
Idaho Regional Alcohol and Orug program is offered through the BSU working in' the Big Brothers-Big
in the national competition. Hall,
Awareness Resource (RADAR),and College of Business by the Center
Sisters ofAmerica program.
an art major, with a: business
Patricia
Ball of the Idaho
for Management Development.
Those'
interested,
in
minor, is self-employed asa freeDepartment of Education. The Sessions begin Sept, 13 and run
volunteeringthrough the Board , lance artist.
,

will

I
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Calm hits campus during

,The university setting makes it hard to
spot potential offenders, said Parkhouse,
"We have every age group, every
" Campus was calm this summer,
lifestyle and people, passing through the
according to deputy sheriff Jim Parkhouse.
campus
from.' the
surrounding
. "It's been much quieter this summer.
community:' he said.
We've had a few incidents," the campus
Parkhouse encouraged students to
police officer said.'
"
'
lock
up their bikes and keep a careful eye
"We see the same crimes being
on
their
possessions.
'
committed.
Theft, burglary, and
"We've
had
students
leave
bikes
vandalism happen year round," he said ..
, The type of .crimlnal activity does not unlocked for three Dpnutes, walk away,
vary from summer to winter, according to come back and find' their bike gone," he
.satd. '
Parkhouse, but the frequency does.
.
Parkhouse also encourages students
, Durlng the month of August there
not to leave books unattended.
: were seven incidents of individuals
"Every semester students get their
drivlDg without privileges, four mcidents
of grand theft and one attempted vehicle books taken because they. left them for
burglary. ,
'.
jUsta minute," he said.
Adam Rush
Staff Writer

School choir enlisting students to swell ranks
Boise State students are State Christmas concert and
sing,
but
enjoy
the
invited to join the University the year-ending President's
performing arts.
Singers;'
Concert; this year. They also
'''People
express how
The choir; directe,d by plan to organize an offthey look fonyard to eaming
'mu,sic professor Ge~ald ' campus Christmas concert
to these kinds of activities,"
,, Schroeder,
,rehearses
this year, said Schroeder.
he said. '
, throughout the school year'
The University Singers
.There
" is
no
from 7-9:15 p.m~ Tuesday
offer
students
the
audition-those
interested
. eyenings in~oom C125 of opportunity to release the,'
'
the Morrison Center. The tension commonly felt by may attend
the first
, first rehearsal IStonight.
'students,said
Schroeder
rehearsal to join. BStJ:Credit
,The
group plans. to who is in his 15th year as . alsOis available.
perform'onemajot
concert . directoro£.the group;, The
For more information,
'andpartfcipateinother'
concerts provide a similar
call Schroeder at 385-3299or
.concerts, including the Boise' service, to those who do not '336-5783.

. 'In'case:~fanemergencY;
:cieparltnentor~mbulances,',
University Drive, 385-14~3.
di~l ~hl-l/,' , " ~, ',yo\1shouldidenUfythe
'
, 'TO-prevenfdelay. iri the; building or 'site byusil)g'
AugJst 12.theft~ 1700
response of the emergency . numbereda.ddresses."
Univ~rsityDr.;.,'
services,it
is crucial to . The crime log is based on ·,Augttst17.'Grand
theft.
, remember'
that
when' .informati.onprovidedby,
1404 Ounpus Lane. "
, reporting an emergen'cy to the office of campus Sheriff",
August20~" Petit theft.
'the,
police;. the '(ire ,. piCk,KerstiJ,g"1695
' 1700{)nivei'sitYDr." '
."'
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PC/jOb'raining .program
aims t h Ip dis bled
The
Getting
Organized
Meeti~gs ..·

Andron Morton
News Writer

People with vision disabilcessing, use of spreadsheets
ities will also be able to use
and database management.
the center in the future"by
The first 14 weeks of the
The BSU College
of
using large-type displays.
program will be dedicated to
Technology
introdu~ed
Ii . Eventually audio displays,
mtense computer training in .
new program this fall for
which read displayed ~t to
a classroom environment,
people with disabilities.
.the operator, will be availwhich is designed to 'match
The PC/Job
,Training
able.
. '.
.
the needs of a real business
Center program is part of the
Many IBM representatives
.environment.
.
College
. of . Vocational
were on hand for the Aug. 26
"We are not training secreTechnical Education, which
opening of the center, includ-taries
here. With the help 0.£
donated the classroomspace
ing marketing manager John
our business advisor}' coun-'
for the program. The center
Dorr.
'; '. .
: ~, :W~ will be fraiJl!.ng. pro:- .
is located in room" 102 "of the
Dorr said IBMwa~ very
fessional office personnel," .
Mechanical
.Technology
.happy to contribute to the . said Brumley, who recently
building on the BSU campus.
center, not only because it is
came to BSU fromNorthwesf
.
Each student's tuition.will
the first of its kind. in Idaho,
Nazarene College.
.
. be paid by IdahoVocatlcnal
but also because of BSU's
Students graduating from.
Refiabllitation;
which will
"great track "record wi,th
this program will not only
screen and refer all appli.grants."
have entry level office and
cants who want to participate
The .Idea for the center .. computer skllls, butthey will
in the program. Applicants
cam.e.threey. earsa. go from . alsohave sharpened inter, wishtng to participate in the
Pepper Stobbe, who was
personal and communication
program
must pass the
then employed by IBM. . . skills, Brumley said; ..
College Placement Test.
. Stobbe was present at the
Once the students com. The test is a screening tool
opening of the center, not as
plete the classroom portion
which will help the program
an IBM marketing represenof the program, they will
become accredited
in the
tative, but as BSU director of· spend the remaining eight
future, according to program
outreach. The PC/Training
weeks of the program in an
coordina tor·
Barbara
Center is "a dream come
internship position, working
Hawkins.
true" to her and many other
for local businesses.
. IBM contributed all of the
people
in the Outreach
The internship positions
coin puting
andprin
ting
Division of the College of
are not only an opportunity
hardware
for the center.
Technology.
.
for the students to use their
Special adjustable
tables
The 22-week program,
new skills in a real office
were provided to the center
taught by Debbie Brumley
environment,
but also an
by the Idaho Department of
and her assistant,
Janel
opportunity for the sponsorCorrections to accommodate
Stinnette, will provide partieing company to learn about
the physically
challenged
ipants with many computer
the advantages
of hiring
. students.
skills, including word prosomeone with a disability .

AJtondanc. at a Go""g

Or~·

Meellng by at least oilo ofIIc:M from
80ch ASB$U rocognlzoc! Ih,Idel)t
OfganJzallon b roqlbod to mcmJcm .
Of~
rocOgnlDon Ifalul"al
BSU·
OflJCllllzallon. Advbora oro strongly
on~agod 10 ~ond.

a

All meeffngs are located
Forum. Student Union.

In the-Senate

The same·Jnformaffon Wil be presented
at each mooting. Please pick one
session to attend.

Formore Information call the
student Actlvltles Office at
385-1223

ot even your local,
dietcenteroffe reductio
t
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. see just how affonlable aMacintosh can be, visit yom Apple Campus
Right now,youcan getsut>stantial saVin~ (}nthese~into~h·
personal <:Qmputers.You can alsogetspec~ studen~ finan~ WIth Resellertoday. And discover the power more college students
choose. The power of Macintosh. The power fu be your best'
•
the Apple·Computer Loan' - to make ownmg a Mac even easlet'lb

.Boise
,','

'

State· uriW.rsily,
,-,

,

.

. Store Hours:
'.MondayandTue!!day-8~7
.~
WedneSday .. F.r1d. ay·B-S·
Saturday.10-S '
.
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entsfo.e yearOfliorCll¥ detours

. The project is now In the
fourth month of the 18-t~
20-month schedule, according to Victor Hosford, the
. The new highway serving
uniyersity architect overseeas an arterial bypass for the
ing the project. ..'
'
Quad and other incon''In addition to the expanveniences are destined to be Ii
, part of the landspace for '93- sion, .the interior is being ..
94. Students are just going to updated and renovated,"
,
have to get used to it.'
. Hosford said. .
''We were going to build
Returning students will
on thdront and back. After
notice the missing fountain
some consultation, we realand gaping hole in the
ized that wasn't going to be,
library, which are part of the
very cost-effective.
We
building's expansion slated
decided
to' build on the
for completion in October of
south stde," said Brown.
'
1994.
Brown and his staff are
The $10 million expansion
of the library includes a . attempting to help students
take the construction in
50,000-square-foot addition
stride.
. .
on the south side of, the
''We've had a lot of tembuilding.
. The project is
porary moves. We're glad
funded by a $6 million dona';
some of the moves have
tion from Albertson's, Inc.
happened over the summer.
and a $4 million state approMoving collections during
priation.
The additional
the middle of the semester
space will provide more
can be hard on students,"
room. for students, books,
Brown said.
collections and library ser"We make every' effort .
vices.
possible to help people find
The renovated library will
things," Brown said.
include more group study
Renovation is taking place
rooms, a larger number of
in phases so portions of the
individual study carrels and
library can remain in service
new carpet.
It will also
for students and faculty.
accommodate a larger staff at
Audrey.
Williams,
a
the reference desk.
library employee, has not,
''We're going to offer a bet,received complaints
from
ter juxtaposition of services,"
students
concerning
the
said Tun Brown, the univerconstruction.
sity librarian.
Adam Rush
Staff Writer. .'

III

Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus, foreground, .leads groundbreaking
ceremonies for the library addition in May, 1993.
.
"It has been a little noisy,
but there isn't anything you
can do about that.
We
haven't seen a drop in the
number of people coming
in," Williams said.
Kelly Griffith, an employee at the library's circulation

Ethnic

IV rsity'surv

David Boothby
News Writer

The Institute on Ethnic
Diversity was developed by
the VVestern
Interstate
Commision
for Higher
Education.
WICHE is a
. public interstate
agency·
established in 1953 to promote resource sharing, collaboration,and
planning
among the colleges and Universities in western states.
One of the diversity project's goals is to assess existing campus culture,iden~fy

A campus survey targetting ethnic diversity at BSU
is nearing completion.
. The project, sponsored by
the 'Institute
on Ethnic
Diversity,
is designed
to
assist colleges and universities in developing and building strategic plans and initiatives to promote ethnic
and cultural diversity.

ing year. ,They are going to

shut down half the floor at a
time for two weeks," said
goes out and employees.
'Griffith.
have to check books out
The. main library
was
manually instead of using
built 30 years ago, and a
the library's computer system. "
, four-story .Wing was added
"It'll be a really interestsevenye~~ 13:te~... -.

yne rsc

ies and Native American
needed changes and develstudies.
op a campus planning team.
A plan is in the wor1<s to
The initial report will be
include a minor in women's
ready for release around
studies to the curriculum
Oct. 1, said Daryl.Jones,
which would add three new .
BSU executive vice presi. courses and utilize existing
dent.
.In the past few years, BSU gender-related courses.
In March of this year, the
has attempted several proASBSU Senate passed a resjects to increase the awareolution, calling for the addiness and appreciation
of
tion of required multiculmultiethnic diversity.,
tural diversity
classes at
BSU
already
offers
BSU, by a vote of 9-7. The ..
minors in multi ethnic stud-

• ASBSUcontinued
from page.l

.WordPerfect

desk, said one of the prob-

lerns occurs when the power

Each of the periods of
service represents the unexpired term of an elected
senator or justicewhowHI
be unable to complete his
.tour of duty .. Among those
. are, Mike Gibson; who has
been assigned mission duty
. for the LOS Church, and CJ
Martin, who moved up to·
. the ASBSU presidency.
.
According to Hunter and
Rigmaiden, the student senate serves as the ASBSU leg,i~lature while. thejudiciary

resolution was forwarded to
the Faculty Seoate,'where it
passed, with some modifications, by a narrow margin,according
to former
ASBSUpresident
Lisa
Sanchez.'
Various Cultural and eth- .
nic organizations
sponsor
events designed
.to help
raise awareness throughout
.the year. These events are
posted daily in the Student
Union.Building.

conducts
hearings
on
than the required 10 hours a
grievances, code violations
week," said Hunter;
. and interprets
the proviA selection committee
sions . of 'the
ASBSU
will review applications and
Constitution.
make recommendations
to
Time put-in by senators
the senate. After interviewand justices is compensated,
ing the
candidates,
an
said Rigmaiden.
ASBSU Senate vote will
"The hours they put in
make the final decision .
and the. pay do not add up.
'For those interested, appliThey have to be someone
cations for the senate and
. truly interested in student
judiciary positions as well as
government.
The payIs a: some 30 volunteer committee
service award and 'nota
spots, mar. be obtained at the
' wage," said Rigmaiden. .
front desk of the ASBSU
. "Our senatorsareverycifficesln'
the Student Union
.' .commi tted andpu tina
, Building. The application
good twenty hJ>ursrather,deadlin~
is Sept. 5.
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Radio Network

Math/Geology ready for learning
Adam Rush
News Writer

currently offers

are on the second floor. The . who was forced to move
building will also have a new
during the construction.
STUDENT
heating
and ventilatlon
. "Classes were taught in
No more
trekking
to
system.
. _ . . 'various and sundry places,"
.EMPLOYMENT
remote
modulars
for
Sundance Construction and
Wilson .said.
were
displaced math and geology
Design West, an architectural
teaching
.classes
in the
NETWORK
students,
.'
'. firm, oversaw construction
business building, modules,
After seven months of
and design changes. .
and the technology building.
construction,
the MatIl!.
The large lecture hall,
SOme of the math classes
EMPLOYMENT'OPPORTUNITIES
Geology
building
is' MG106, 1s still
under
were being taught in the
scheduled
to open by the
renovation and will not be
Biblical Studies Center." .
, If you're looking for a job
BSU Radio Is one of the
starfofthe 1993 faIl semester.
ready until January, said
This fall Wilson is teaching, ' on campus that .combines a fastest growing public' radio
''There will be some-minor
Steve Schmidt, director of
geology classes' in El12, a . progressive pay plan, training, stationsln the country, and Is
items to correct, but the
Institutional
Research.
farge lecture hall.
'"
aild maybe even' a career, quicklygaining a national repu. building will be ready for .Classes scheduled there will
"I feel really fortunate to be
. cheCk out these job openings tatlonforoutstandlngprogram.school,", said Victor Hosford,
take place in the Special
put in a room," WIlson said.
at BSU Radio:
mlng--with staffing' that relies
the university architect.
Events Center for about the
"The Special Events Center
• Audio Engineers
primarily-on top-quality stu.. The interior and exterior of
first month of school.
doesn't have enough lighting
~Business Asslslanls
dents.
.
, the building were renovated','
Later, classes will move' to
and. there aren't writing
and a new southeastentrance
the
studio
previously
desks for the students
to '
If you meet these qualifications •••
was added: Changes in the
occupied by KAID Public
use," Wllson said.
. ,- BSU student with a minimum 2.5 G.P.A.
interior
include
a new
Broadcasting in the west end
Construction
on
the
- Freshmen welcome with high school G.P.A:of 3.0
stairway, new bathrooms, and
of the library.
KAID 1$ building is costing about
• Strong communication skills
carpet on the second floor.
. moving to the former Central
$1,649,S-OO.. In addition,
. - Desire to work with a hlgh·intensity broadcast team
Before the reriovation,
District Health building at
construction
technicalities
'. Pick up an application forin today I
classrooms
" and faculty
the corner of Orchard and
and. other
unforseeable
Appllc:allonformlllvaJabla
81 BSU Radio. Am. 213.
offices were on both floors.
Fairview streets.
circumstances
are causing
Sl~-MlclIlntre1ruC1lonalTochnoIogyConl8r
Now, classrooms are on the
Geology professor Monte
the project to exceed its
first floor, and faculty offices
WIlson was one of the faculty
budget by $40,000.
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B6iseUrban Stages makes geffing toscnooi convenient, easy and free
been set up at the Education
Building, Administration
Building and the Student
Union.
BSUand Boise 'Urban
Stages have joined forces to . Currently The BUS has
limited scheduling past 8
help ease the university's
parking crunch, relieve traf- p.m., so students whose
fic congestion and improve classes end after that time
air quality in Boise. .
, will need to make other
transportation
arrange. .As of Aug. 30, BSU stu.
dents, faculty and staff have ments, .
The BSU shuttle will run
unlimited access to the regular BUS'route system, as two buses from 8:~0 a.m>
p.m.
Mondays,
well as a continuous shuttle 1:50
Wednesdays
and.
Fridays
system that makes 11 stops
and 8:55 a.m.-1:50 p.m.
around campus.
. .
With just a flash ofa BSU Tuesdays and Thursdays.
photo 10, students, faculty' The shuttles will run 6-7
minutes apart.
and staff can avoid the
A single shuttle bus will
usual morning traffic snarl.
There is also the added ben- run in the evening 5:1010:10 p.m.
Mondaysefi t of cramming for an
Buses run:
Thursdays with a wait of
exam while someone else
only
12-14minutes
between
does the driving. Also, for
buses.
M,W,F: 8:20 p.m.-1 :50
those students with early
According to Bonnie
morning classes, riding the
'T, Th: 8:55 p.m.-1:50
Killian of the Office of
bus could mean 30 extra
6-7 min. intervals
Campus Safety, the shuttle
minutes of snooze time.
History
major
Rob is scheduled to run during
Harrison plans to use the peak class times but the
Evenings: 5:10-10:10 p.m.
schedule may change if late
new bus service' to travel
12-14 min. intervals
from his southeast Boise afternoon ridership increases.
apartment to BSU.
One shuttle bus will run
lilt's about time, " said
Harrison, 'They [the admin- on compressed natural gas.
would like to encourage stuThe goal of the plan,
istration] are finally doing , The bus is one of two purchased by the city with the dents, faculty and staff to drafted by BSU's Interim
something worthwhile," .
help of a grant from the . take advantage of the pro- . Transportation 'Planning
BSU's Office of Campus
'
Transit
gram, alfu,.pughhe aqmits it TaskForce, is to reduce camSafety is in charge of imple- Federal
-Administration.
Office
of
may
be awhile before the pus traffic by 510 cars daily
menting and promoting the
Campus Safety Director Bob service catches on.
and encourage 3 percent of
.service. Recently informa-Seibolt said more buses will
"We
really
won't
know
faculty, staff and students to
tion was sent to all pre-registered students as well as be converted to natural gas' ,how the program is going to use the city transit system.
received until after the
Although Seibolt was
faculty and staff. Displays' if the program is a success. ,be
Seibolt
added
that
.he"
first
few
weeks,"
he
said.
hesitant
to say exactly how
with bus schedules have
Nancy 'Cray
Features Editor

BSUI
Boise
Urban'
Stages
.Bronco
Shuttle bus
route

ArbIter graphic/Adam Forbes

much BUS arid BSU shuttle
system' would 'affect the
parkingcrunch~he
was
optimistic.
" "
','
"I'm certain the shuttle'
will be a smashing success,"
said Seibolt.
So come on and take a
free ride.
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Ticket grace period abolished
to help curb parking faux-pas'
Corky H~sen
News Editor

'

Students, faculty and staff
suffering the parking crunch
on the BSU campus should
not expect compassion from
university
'traffic
attendants-even during the
first week of school.
, Until last year, a grace
period
was given
to
students
and, warning
tickets were given to cars
parked illegally.
"It doesn't 'solve the

Teache'rs
g.aln
II
Bricker awards

, BSU professors Richar.d
Banks, Carol Martin and
John Jensen have been
selected to receive the
second annual, Bricker
ScholarAwards.
Banks was honored for
exemplary teaching, Martin
for research and Jensen for,
service.
Banks, chair of the
chemistry department, is
described by students as a
caring,
dedicated,
knowledgable
professor
who inspires his pupils.
Martin, chair of the
English department, has
received three awards.from
the National Endowment for
the Humanities' for her
summer
seminars
on

problem," said Bob Seibolt,University'
parking
director of campus safety. attendants were instructed
Many, motorists. simply
to assign tickets in reserved
continue to park Illegally
parking areas beginning
until the .grace period is Aug. 23. Due to the number
over, he said. .
;
,of vehicles parked illegally,
ASBSU Vice-President
however, attendants were
Brent Hunter said that
told to wait until classes
ASBSU will ask for the
begin.
'
reestablishment of a grace
"We backed off all [last]
pe~iod ~hen it .meets ~"'?th week," said Maloney, who
umver~lty parkmg offiCials arranged the dela;r 'Iuesday
later this year.
' morning after, WI messing
Although
the
BSU the large numberof vehicles
Parking Commission is parked illegally in the
concerned
about
new
Administration
Building
students
who are .not reserved parking lot.
acquainted with university
Those who received
parking
procedures,
it parking tickets on Monday:
deci~ed to abolish ~hegrace Aug. 23 may go to th~
.perlod. The pohcy was
Campus Safety, office to
approved
by
BSU havethem excused.
administration officials.
"There could have been
"You're going to make
some tickets given [on'
somebody unhappy
no Monday]," said Maloney.
matter what," said Gail
Seibolt said that there were
Maloney,
director
of, very few, if any, tickets
Administrative Services.
issued on Monday.',
. ,

Jensen, teacher education
professor and director of
migrant education programs
at BSU,was commended for
his selfless commitment to
the betterment of minority
education and civil rights. ,

,MUST BE: CUnnlE'NT IEDI1IO~S
Bring them to"

THE BOOKSTORE
'EDERYORY"

lRE
IOOK$TORE
lib Boise Stale' University
. STORE HOURS: MON&TUES 8-7,WED-FRI8-S, SAT 1().S

.
,J, .... ...

Victorian literature. "

"More important than her
specific achievements is her
dedication,
consistency,
enthusiasm
and
philosophy ..,sheis
the
perfect embodiment of an
academician,"
said the ..
awards committee.
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• The Bricker Scholar
Awards, funded by the BSU
Foundation,
presented
during
commencement
ceremonies .last Spring.
'Recipients received $2,000
and a commemorative
plaque.
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IntrodudngThe Student .. .
Checking Account Designed Specifically
- For The Way Students Think.
Take a moment

with a $500 personal line of credit',

and give

Which is a great way

to start establishing credit for your future - you

thought to what you think: 'passing,
flunking, does my apartment

know, spouse, kids, house, two-car garage,

get cable?, relationships - does

satellite dish, etc... Plus, when you apply and

he, or doesn't

-

'

qualify, you'll get a free VISA Banking Card,

she?, global

it's aVISA card that works like a check.

warming, cool checks, MTV, Is
money,

And it can be pretty handy when you find

money, the' mysterious 'powers of

something you really, really want and' the

chocolate, will I ever own a VISN

place won't accept a check. Yourfirst ten no-

card?, where's the free stuff?, that

charge transactions

ozone thing, tuition's due when?, I,. '

usage of this card.

grunge for me?,money,

(Service charges may

need an ATM? '

apply to some ATM_

Obviously, there's alot

transactions,)

more going on in your mind than

Your First Security

your professorsmight think. To help

Student Checking Account also includes free'

alleviate some of your concerns, First

Check Safekeeping

Security Bank offers a student checking

statement will be sent to you each

hectic lifestyle.

month to-help you balance your

When you open a student checking account at First

account, And if you need a copy of a

Security Bank between August 1 and October 20; 1993,
fI,

L_~ ,

f

,

particular check, we'll provid,e up to

you'Il get a free 100% cotton

1,:: , f-shirt' with

three copies each month at no charge.

design and, " , .. '
the name of your college. (And,while you're

~"

'
.
L
, '.. '.,_,_,~,~

so you don't have to

worry about canceled checks. A detailed

account tailored to fit your uniquely

,:

each month include

ii cool

So there you have it. The First Security Bank free T-shirt, maybe

there, enter to win a 13-inch Hitachi TV.2)

a free TV too, fifty free checks, VISA Credit Card, free VISA Student

In addition t? a free T~shi~t, you'll get a First

'Banking Card, free Cash Card, with 24-hour access, free Check'

Security Cash Card that gives you 24-hour access , Safekeeping, Student Checking Account.

to your money. The cardis free arid allows unlimited usage at ,an,yof out

thinking about.

Firs~,Sec~rityBank.

125 ATM locations in tJtah and Idaho. You also get your first'

'T~e onlybank currently givfng

'fifty checks' free. And you can write ten checks a month

110%to college students. .

without a service charge. Plus you can apply for your own VISA card,

,

Definitelyan
.

offer worth

FIrst

SecurIty'
,

"Bank®

Currently Giving 11Q%.
Member F.D.IC

'L While supplies last. 2. Must be a college or university student to enter; no purchasenecessary:

drawing on October

25; 1993.,3.

'

Subject to application and creditapproval.

Tuesday. August 31. 19.93 .
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Among other things; students
watched' as campus leaders tool:
part in a cowchip toss. University
For three days last weekend,
figures from Ruch tonew·footbaIl
BSU invited new students-to
coach Pokey Allen threw hard- ..
jump right into the college experiened cow droppings at targets.
. Capping off the evening was
ence.
"Design Your Destiny" was the
the Cowboy Dance" which found
theme of a week Of activiries
a crowd of over SO people dancintended to introduce new stuing to everything from Billy Ray
dents to campus life at BSU. For Cyrus to the newest in music
fads-i-technorave.
.,
the more than 150 students who
took part in the many events, the
On Friday, events continued as
program provided a great chance about 15 clubs, organizations and
to meet other new students.
local merchants participated in a
"I'm really looking forward to Student Life/Activities and local
meeting new people, having lots merchant fainNew and returning
of fun and, maybe, learning a lit- students were shown some of the
tle.too,"
said freshman Keri
best activities to participate in,
Yackley of Nampa at the begin- ' from Greek organizations to acaning of orientation.
demic clubs such as' the
The weekend started with a Communication
Students
reception last Thursday afternoon
Organization. '
held by BSU President Charles
, First-time students were also
Ruch and ASBSU President C J given hints for college success
Martin. The pair told students of through a series of success sesthe need to get involved in camsions. Topics included dating
pus activities. Ruch also passed
advice, note-taking ideas and
along a hint for college success:
ways for parents to deal with the-,
Question what you know and
first time. their ~n or, 4Cl.1Jgll~is,,!:~,
"what,you don't ....•.....•..
".•............
,.',.
away iroitahome.
"We .have ,'but ',one . rule
. ".As. the activities of, summer
here-s-none oEus are mindread"
turned to thebooks of fall, the
ers.So, we ask of you that you
last remaining moments of freeask plenty of questions," said
dom were tempered with .a welRuch,
AdJ/Ier1Meghan Croas
come to campus life.
The excitement continued that
"We're ready for you, we hope Steve "ewell of the Crazy Cactus Team keeps the rally going durevening as students took partIn a .'
you're ready for us," said Ruch.
Ing the orientation sand volleyball event saturday.
zany icebreaker called playfair.
Jon Wroten
Staff Writer

,'~,','>

Prgramf
Jon Wroten
Staff Writer
For years, students' have been
leaving their hometowns thefall
'after high school graduation to
travelto the college of their choice.
Four years later, they emerge to
begin a rich and rewarding career.
But what happens when.someone decides to switch the order of
things by working before attending'
. school? What happens when their
hometown is on another continent?
: These are situations many BSU
students are forced to confront.
This year, orientation activities that
normally focus on the traditional

.•.•
.•.. '

cus s on altern five ack r
incoming student were broadened
to include international and nontraditional students, who comprise
nearly half of the BSU student population.
On August 21, a crowd of about
100 people attended a series of
seminars structured to help students of 23.years and over deal
with the' pressures of college.
Students, some of whom have been
away from school for more than 20
years, were given hints to overcome the added pressures of combining school with family and'
work.
''Be Proactive. Surround yourself with positive and supporting

people," .said Dianna Longoria,
assistant to the dean of Student
Special Services.
'
'The advice was soothing to one
student who is retuming after 10
years away from campus life. But
many still have fears. .
'1'm afraid I won't find any of
my 'classes," said electrical engineering student Stella Anderson.
, On August 24, a -group of about
30 students from all parts of the
world participated in a seminar
designed' to help international students deal with the stress and lonelinesSof being in a new country.
Malaysian student Kunalan
Kulandasamy, who has been in

un s

America for over two years, said he
enjoys the freedom of the United
States but misses the spicy food of
his homeland.
" Although she has only been here
for a short time, Canadian Julie
Kauliusalready has her eye on one
of Idaho's favorite pastimes.
'1 want to begin my classes, get
to know people, and go skiing,"
said Kaulius,
Two'
organizations,
the
International Student Association
and the Non-traditional Student
Support Group, provide additional
services for BSU international and
non-traditional students.

..Muliti cultural panel offers advice to newcomers
major Pete Putra,' a Native,
events, and opportunities for set, American, said students should
vice which can enrich a student's
seek to discover their strong
college life," Hill said. Hill serves
points and develop them further.
as vice president
of the
A multicultural panel coun"I
don't
do
so
well
on
exams,"
Organizaclon
de
Estudiantes
selled incopnng BSU.students last
weekon how they am make the- Putra said; "However, I do write Latino-Americano (OELA).
well, arid so I try to emphasize
Maria Romero, OELA secretary,
most of theirlearsin college.
that" -.
said that students should seek a
,'.The pane, comprised of five
" BiUngual,educationmajor TIm ' ·high degree()finteractionwitIl
a
BSU 'students, met at the Senate
HiWsuggested
that
students
get
wide
diversity
of
people.
'.
'
Forum as apart of new student
"involved in school activities.
"1 also believe that students
orientation. . . ...."
~'Thereare many organizations, should keep themselves in good
Senior history and education

David Boothby .
;Staff Writer

physical condition as a way of limiting stress," Romero said.
Jose Villalobos,
a senior
accounting major, said students
should meet with their professors
early and often.
Annette Knights.president of
the Organization of Students of
African descent (OSAD),said students should utilize tutoring sessions and other university services.

.
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Non-tradfilis his life
.with school, kids, mus«:
.Nancy Gray'
Assistant News Editor

than I do adults,"said
Young, who spent the summer working for Challenge
BSUstudent Mike Young Youth Services. As part of.
returned to school in 1989 the Youth Companion
looking for a change.
Program, he provided culThe part-time musician'. . tural and academic support
and. former. wood worker,
to at-risk adolescents.
.decided that after 20 years it
Young believes strongly .
. was time to do. something . that society needs to find a
more creative. He said he new approach to dealing
wanted to use his brain. .
with youth. He noted the
Although it would seem increase in juvenile delin-.
ArbIisrIlllfanDodler
.. Young would De the perfect
quency in recent years and
Mike Young speiHIs timeout of class working
. . candidate
for a music": thelack of educational pro- . with .at-risk ~outh and playi.ng with The _asters.
degree,the gravel-voiced
grams for teens.
Singer/songwriter chose to
"We spend a minimal
After a tripto Morelia,
the experience he gained in
pursue a degree .i~ social
amount of money on. this
Mexico in the summer of Mexico to better communiwork instead. .
country's children," said
1991,
Young
almost
catewithBoiseareayouth ..
''1 had little interest in the
Young. "We need to do
switched his major to bilinAlthough he is commitacademic side of music,"
something to provide these gual education..
ted to working with. at-risk
said Young. "Sometimes
kids with opportunities and
"It made the world open youth,'Young still (inds time
academics tend to squash
role models."
up for me," said Young.
to get backi to Ilis musical
creativity."
. .
Young is especially inter- "Quite an eye-opener for a.roots.
He is currently a
. And what Young really
ested in developing prohome-boy." Young said he
member of The Toasters, a
wants is to work with kids.
grams to assist disadvanfell in love with the culture 'four-member,group
that
"1 relateto kids better
taged minority adolescents.
and the people and will use. plays a .variety of danceable
r

-

.music including blues, rock
and some originals. The
Toasters playa semi-regular
gig at the Broadway Bar.
GarColga, an acoustic
group with Irish influence,
is what Young 'calls his
musical diversion. Young
lays down his guitar and
picks up the mandolin
when he plays with the
band.
"It's - a rough-edged
approach
to . acoustic
music,".
said
Young.
GarColga has played at the
.. Record Exchange and at the
Interlude Bar and Grill.
Youn,g also finds time to
.play music for the Keel-Aid
set and admits to still having the first record. he ever
bought. He was in the
fourth grade and the song
was ''The Monster Mash."
At nearly 40, Young has
managed to find a niche for
himself. He has combined
. his love for music with his
love for children to create a
perfect blend of'idealism .
and compassion rock.
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.and friends durfng the month of October. If you are .
currently enrolled at BSU.have good communication .
skills.
dependable. enthusiastic and willing to
. work two nights a wee:k. we want yount
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4255 ROSE HiLL AND ROOSEVELT. BOISE, I~ 83705

PEER ADVISOR POSITION

AVAILABLE

.

Pick up Application- in
Math/Geology Building Room 105·
Paid Position-and Credit

IE
StoreHOUJS
Mon&Tues 8-7
Wed-Frl8-5

SotlG-S·

.Callers eam:

• $5 per hour
• paid .trainiDg
• marketable skills
• futt.u'ejob references
• new friends
'.
-other "perks"

GREAT
SOFtWARE

SAVINGS
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'Let'sbegin
upbeat ,shall we?
The Arbiter would like to welcome you back
from your summer-that long spell of sun and
sleeping-in when your synapses go slushy and
you forget how to read. But now the time has
come to warm your brainto construct
complete sentences and thirik the higher
thoughts that this fine institution demands of
you.
.
We suggestso that you don't strain
something and place yourself on the intellectual
bench for the rest of the semester-that the first
few thoughts you think be happy ones .. And .
just in case you're short on happy thoughts, we
came up with a list for you, all pre-digested and
ready for easy co~umption.
.
BSU and BUS (Boise Urban Stages) took
cooperative steps to ease the driving problem
among students; staff and faculty. Starting this
year, all you have to do to ride the bus is flash
your student ID card. No more fumbling for
change or remembering to buy your monthly
pass 'cuz it's free. And if that isn't wonderful
enough, you can also catch the shuttle bus that
goes around campus every seven minutes, ami
it's also free. So take heart (as a matter of fact,
take your whole cardiovascular
system),
because your air.will be a little lighter and your
wallet will be a little heavier. '
We would also like to congra~ate the people
in the Financial Aid Department for all their
Three cheers! BSU finally
hard work this summer. With long hours and
funds a Women's Center.
,some ·help of folks from other offices, they
Although this achievement .
. managed to process all of the applications ana
. was long overdue, there are
delivered at least some money to those deemed
some critics. They claim tha~_
deserving.' Those st:udents who depend on
funding a Women's Center. '.
financiil1 aid can all breathe a collective sigh of
.is
like granting special
relief, and offer' their' collective 'thanks to those
privileges to women .. They
hard-working folks over in Financial Aid.
.
argue that education and
And much applause for President' Ruch.
advocacy of women's'issues .
Ruch has taken a strong stand in defense of the . discriminates against men.
quality of our education, which has long been
They ask, "How can our
university justify the
diluted by swelling enrollme~t. RU.chmade it
funding of a Women's
clear in an Arbiter interview that he considers
Center~"
high student/instructor
ratios, crowded
Perhaps we should
classrooms, and the other maladies of student
reframe their question.
overpopulation to be unacceptable, and will
How did our university
stand up to the legislature in our defense.
rationalize the human costs
'. So there you have it. Three nice editorial
of not' funding a Women's
snippets to warm the oatmeal between your
Center before now?
Certafuly it appears more
ears. We hope you enjoyed them, but'if not, if
difficult to measure the cost
you're one of those grumpy types who only
of not taking an action than
likes' bad news and bemoaning,' then wait 'til
to measure the cost of taking
next, week, and we'll have something for you.
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The Arbiter Editorial Board is made up of Editor-in-chief
Dawn Kramer, Managing Editor Adam Forbes, Opinion'
Editor Jon Knapp, News Editor Corky Hansen, Feature Editor
Nancy Gray, Culture Editor Melanie Delon and Sports Editor
Scott Samples, and Copy Editor Eve Costello.
'
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The

one. BSU students are
familiar with that difficulty,
. and each student takes a
measured risk when paying
for her or his education. Yet
each student trusts-:.-or at
least hopes-that the
benefits of her or his
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education will be worth the
financial risk. Thus, each
student who bravely enrolls
at BSU is actually sending
herself or himself a signal of
.hope, a vote of confidence
that her or his education will
make a positive difference.
Similarly, by supporting
and funding a Women's
Center, BSU is now sending
a similar signal of hope, a
Women's Center, BSU is
similar vote of confidence to
its students, both female and . taking responsibility...,-not
for 'wrongs committed in the
male.
past, but for rights in the
. Our university cannot be
present, women's rights.
blamed for the heavy
.
One purpose of a
, cultural-load with which
Women's Center is to
women have been unfairly
explore how women
burdened. Yet BSU can take
.
experience our culture
responsibility for carefully.
examining that load. BSU . differently than men. By
observing those differences,
. can take responsibility for
we canthen begin to
pointing out the dimensions
recognize how women's
of that load to those in our
issues are men's issues too.
culture who do not
. For example, a man's life
recognize any unfair burden.
is
limited when he lives in a
BSU can take responsibility
culture in which far more
for educating students,
m~n than women rape and
faculty, and the public about
women's issues.
.• Edge continued on
In fact, by now
,
page 12
supporting and funding a
The Arbiter is the weekly student newspaper of BSU. Its
meager budget consists of fees paid by students of BSU,
advertising sales, and recycling revenue.
'.
Letters to the editor should be delivered to-our office by5·
p.m. Friday, Letters may be edited for length if over 300'
words. Personals, messages, advice and Kiosk Iistings are
free, but limited to no more than 50 words.' Classified ads
cost. 25 cents a word per week for individuals, 50 cents for
busmesses ..·Include a phone number and send everything to
The Arbiter 1910 University Drive, Boise~10 83725. Call us
at (208) 345-8204 or Fax. to (208),385-3198. Subscriptions are
available for $20 per year .
The Arbiteirecognizes the financial gtJ!U Denise Barkdull as
'Biter-o-the-week .. Denise nearly lived in the office over the
summer to revitalize neglectedaccouilt~.
Her husband
Robin, also deserves recognition for putting U{) with her. long
hoursf
.
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"Terrorist': is 'a
relative term
" coUld learn~rts andicrafts. '
Gluing macaronI to paper to
. make £,esUvefall desigtl$ can
,help to get rid of the I've-j~st- '
been-~-over-by-a~logging'
truck-Blues. AlsO, I believe
they still make Spirographs,
. don't they? '
.
" And sU\~ w~re talking
about lawyerjokes, we
should learn to be more
sensitive to these smarmy
sniveling toadies. Someday,
we all might fall off the '
ladderatwork, and who will
,
we Cl}' tqwhen we are left on
the floor, both in pain and suffering? , '
Remember, lawyersare for those of us, like
myself, who are thickin the skull, as well as
the wallet. ' '
,
. I cite the example of the woman in
California who sued the City ofLos Angeles
when her house burned down. .She claimed
that when public service announcements. told.
her "in case of fire, dial nine-eleven," she , '
couldn't find "eleven" on her phone. She had
a "good" lawyer,'and she won the case, as
well as a new house. Since I heard about this,
I have rested easier 'knowing I can always sue
Boise State in case I jump off the Student
Union and crack 10 ribs. After all.fhere was
no sign posted to not jump off the roof, was
there?
"
'
With regard to stupidity, voice-mail takes
the cake this week, for that crucial calling
option, "if you would like to hang up, push
one." Have this country's SAT scores slipped
enough to where we don't know how to hang
up the phone? ''1 don't know; Stan, after
they've left their message, we can't be certain

So much of our education is .
a series Ofquestions~nd
answers. For some strange
reason, we seem to think that
since we are in College, we will
get these questions a~wered,'
Unfortunately; it ain't so,Joe ..'
We start' ow: aca4enUc yearsfor.
careers, for some' of us) With
questionslilce"is therea,(;od,II
''how can harmony in the .
, Middle East be achieved," and
"if a tree falls on an Earth
Flrst!er, and no one is around,
does ,slhe get media coverage?"
By the time we are slated for.
. '
graduation, we're asking differentquestions
like, "Do you want fries with that?" Here are
a few of the burning questions from my
keyboaId:
,
Why is it called Labor Day if everybody
has the day off? Furthermore; couldn't this
country get more work done if we combined
Labor Day with Mother's Day? And
wouldn't it seem more appropriate? '
Couldn't we save at least a few trees a year',
by stopping production of those little stickers
that are placed on stores stating "THESE
DOORS ARE TO REMAIN UNLOCKED
DURING BUSINESSHOURS." Granted,
keeping your front doors unlocked during
business is a great strategy, and I'm sure that
the businesses that don't follow this advice
are feeling the repercussions, but I think that
we, as a society, can safely move past the
need for such instruction.
In regards to environmentalism, can't we
admit that those darn Ea.rthFirst!ers probably
wouldn't get into as much as hijinx,
tomfoolerj; ruckuses, and shenanigans if they

that they'll know what to dol"

just had a few good hobbies? Perhaps they

Cartoon portrays
whifesfalsely
Ed. note: .The follawing letter refers
to an editorial cartoon that appeared in
the May 4fn edition o/The Arbiter.
.. ~

This stereotypical view of white
males is a liE. You should be
ashamed to print it. I am a white '
male and I've never seen the inside
of a board room. The back breaking
jobs I used to get have been given to
"minorities" by affirmative action
laws. The financial pressures broke
up my marriage. The last seven '
years I've (barely) averaged
minimum wage all the while being
harrassed by the child support
people for money I didn't have.
If being a white male is such hot
stuff, why don't I even own a car?,
Why am I living in a basement
room?
"
Why is it that everyone else gets
to join a group to promote th'eir
interest but if I do then I'm a racist
bigot? ,Gimme a break.
JobnB. Leigh

'~.e,·,e.en. ,f, alroe,.',.,itie.s
~'StatehouSe rally' protests killing
in Bosnia," in your May 4'issue,
draws
overdue
attention
to
SlobodailMiloseV,ic and his regime
whicb,
h,as repeatedly
and
murderously
hoodwinked"
the,
Unite<iStates, Ule,Uni~,Nati6~s,
and the European, Community.
I
would .'like to thank the. BSU
Muslim Student Ass()dationfor

Healfh Be Welfare
goesfoo far,

.
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: • Edge contloued frorn
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assault others. Since at least one out
As an organizer and the first State of four women is sextiallyassaulted
by the time she reaches college, the ,
Presidenlof
the Idaho, Service
,Employees Union along with my chan~s are great that every man
will be in a relationship with a
past 17 years of employment with
woman~s
sister; mother, lover, "
the Idaho Department of Health and
daugllter,or o:ther~who'must.
Welfare
I., must express
my
struggle to overcometh~ rape
enjoyment'o,f,
association
with
trauma."
, '".'
.' ' ..
sincere concerned family and child
,A
lifels limited when he
oriented staff workers and social
lives in a culture in which two- .
workers. However, I also beCame
thirds of all poor 'adults are 'women,
aware of·sort\e systern driven overzealous caseworkers that seemed ,to in which female college graduates
earn less than males with no more
have declared war on the families.
,than a'high school diploll\a.' Each
One must sympathize'
with
man must struggle for an equal < ,
Director JerryHarris who recently
acquired the monuJ1\ental task of relationship with a .woman who is
~he agency'sproblemsinc1uding
an likely to ~ mo,e fi~ncially
dependent than be. ,.. , ••
inher~ntschizopllrenic
JekyUand
,Aman's'life is Hmited\ybenlle
"Hydeintrll<lgency
philosop.hy.
livesIn a cultUre inwhichthe.',
,'Whatis ot Illore ~agic significance
wOmen helo~hislover,mother,
is that this cancer, within social
.~service is not .Urni ted' to 'Idaho. , sis~r,da.ughter,friend,wif~must

_
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alone as judge, jury, and

their effort to sponsor "Rally for, 'While one group of social workers
Bosnia."
.
are valiantly
adhering
to the
. Recent atrocities committed by
Individual
Family Service Plan
Serbian Orthodox Christians on
concept,
other system driven
innocent Bosnian Muslims and
caseworkers are taking advantage of
Croatian Catholics prove not only
the alleged "good faith effort" cover
that. the Balkan bloodbath continues
while they pursue anonymous and
but that the worst has yet to come,
thereby unaccountable
alleged
in Kosova and Macedonia, where
abuses.
Whereby,
equally
Albanians are the majority.,
questionable involvement surfaces
, I hope the Ointon administration
from various prosecuting attorney
understands. the real danger posed
staffers. Families feel caught in a
by Milosevio and his henchmen. We ,game of "Fascist Football" wherein
have to stop "ethnic cleansing"
one agency passes a lie and the
before the world again suffers.
other agency runs with it, creating
"Peace in our time," before a Third
extra caseloads.
'
War has begun.
While everyoneapplituds
the
efforts to stop child and domestic
Enver Sulejman

man's

,'
R'a' II'y. ,,''sp'otl"gh"fs'
'.,1

/.';:'t';

'

executioner .. Then he
murdered eight people.
The bodtes are buried.
The rubble is cleared away
•What is terrorism? .Is
(maybe). And the
any attack on the US '
American public, made
"terrorism?" Or is it only
indifferent to violence
when poor countries
against Iraq after the Gult
attack us we call it'
War, seems to be willing to
, terrorism?, Fancy fighter
'jets and cruise missiles are let this one slide. After all,
" what's Ointon's eight dead
not the weapons of "
terrorists, it seems. "But ' compared to Bush's
100,0Q0?
,
why ~ot? Car bombs
,But the most sickening
count, as do rocks- but
, thing about Clinton's crime
not aircraft" carriers. ,
is his motive. He did not '
I also wonder how it
kill'those people to protect
feels to be a terrorist.
the presidency or protect
'
,Maybelshould
ask
national security, He,
President Clinton, He
'saCrificed their liveS for his
knows;
,
, own career, A pact with the
TWenty-three cruise
devil, if you will, an
missiles sailed into '
Baghdad, blowing up a : , expedited induction into
the blood cult of the ,
variety of military targets,
military to gain the favor at
including a couple of
budget time.
apartment buildings, and
,I voted for Clinton last
houses, some open
fall; sayingthat at least he's
ground, a few intelligence
not a murderer. I also said
office buildings-and
to myself that! would
'
several people.
" probably regret that vote.l
Clinton claimed an
.do,
alleged plot on former
Does my vote make me
President Bush's life
an accomplice to his crime?
justified the terrorist .
Does your vote make an '
attack. But he could not
wait for a. verdict from the .accomplice of you? It's '
enough to keep a person of
World Court, the Arab
conscience awake at night.
League, or the United
I trust that Clinton
Nations. Clinton stood
JonKnapp'
Opinion Editor

':::_:=~_':"~~~'-~--"':':~~.~
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.sleeps just fine.

abuse we must also be aware that
potential agency abuse can also be
damaging .'to the, children
and
families involved. System driven
caseworkers do not only threaten
the ~onstitutionithey also challenge
the Commandment, ''Thou shalt not
bear false witnesS:"
~.
The time. is now for all sincerely
concerried family service workers to
say, "enough" to o1;lrsystem driven
counterparts.
Return compassion
and credibility
as would Helen
Keller and lour ,many
other
examples.
RohnWebb

Ontario
, struggle for reproductive freedom,
in which the women he loves must
fight for. equalitY in education,
' employment, and other human
relationships.
"
. Aman's life is limited when he
lives in a culture in which the
, women he loves report higher rates
,ofdep~~on
than'r,nen..,
i
In such a culture, men's
. ·~lationshipswithwomen
arid
men'srelatioriships with one
another are limited in ways we are
justbegi~ing
to understand. Qur"
newly,.fu~ded Women's Center will
, help us discover those limits. '
When BSU took the,' " '.
responsibility ,to begin supporting
. and fUllding a,WQmen's(:enteri it
,took a giant step tow~"
.•..
s.upportingllum~
rights;, As a
woman,~ahumanbeing
at BSU,I' "
feelr.eue~,that\V~ fiitallyhave an '
offic:Jally.supportedWomen's
Center. As a student, Ifeel Very
proud of B5O.' '.

;
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• Crowded continued

8th Street
Marketplace'

.

nO-O-OD"
I
I
I

.

I'
I

338-5914
Boise Towne

:ri1TJ\;~TS;;-O'"'RE~
I Square Mall

fr~,~~~g.e·~~a~we'have
A ~
here in serving
non-.
.
filV.ll"1.J:U .L.t"U. 'I'
1.
traditional students," satd.
Martin.
Currently, it is hard to
establish who the cap
would effect most. .'
oClean New or UIICd clotldng for Men. Women a ChIIdn:n
'1t's not as easy as 'Let's
GIFT ABLES • JEWELRY • HOUSE HOLD I1EMS
just close the ~oor,''' said
Ruch of a possible cap. The
issue of overcrowding will
1821W.· WASHINGTON ST.
be examined closely. this II (Comer of. North 19th&: West WaahlngloD) I Block North of State Street
year, he said, including a .. Illll!llIII _
,
.......
..
look at ways to effectively
control enrollment.
S'

34,4-0649'

.

377-4814

I
'.

I
I
.'
• BoIse

I

iiiidI

Introducing New
Woman's Una: Spot
Girl, Gotcha and MOD
World Jungle • Rusty·
billabong • 26 Red •
Gotcha • Bleick • Platt

NeXt week we will address
the issue of overcrowding as

it impacts BSU students and

Al Tean

faculty.

• Financial continued'

from page 1
their account.
,
"That was an excellent
step for the short term," said
ASBSUPresident q Martin.
''Wecan't perpetually have
these problems in financial
aid."
.
"I think next yeaI' is going
to be a whole lot better than
this year," said Ruch. ,He
said
a study.is
to be
conducted by BSU officials
to improve financial aid
processing. .
.
"Financial
aid is a
complicated process," said
Ruch. The study will help
students understand their
role in the process of
providing complete and
accurat~.info.rmapc:)n ,on

'i;~

\'$ii'

b.......
'.

f'

~nd,

. 'thef-;appIiCatiOIlS

meeting deadlines, he said.
Kelly said there are 725
:;p'S':" students among the priority
, ., '.'applicants
who
are
i'.registered
for classes but
r. .'. whose
financial
aid
:Jipplications are incomplete.
:i'"In addition, 3,500applicants
(.submitted their paperwork
r after the deadline.
. "It's important for us as
students to be patient," said
Martin.
"I don't think
there's
more that .the
administration can do."
>,/<'
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help you save money
whether you live
on campus, off campus,
or somewhere
In"6etween.

" ~,..' ": . .",
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WE ATTHE ARBITER
HAVE LOST THE USE
OFOURHANDS
AND CANNOT
DRAW. WE NEEDA
PERSONWHOIS
FULL OF IDEAS,
AND MIGHT BE
ABLE TO DRAW.
EDITORIAL
CARTOONS, COMIC
'STR'IPS,OR
ASSORTED
'ILLUSTRATIONS •..
SE~I) SAMPLES TO '
THE ARBITER 1910
UN IVERSITvDR,
BOISE ID, 833725OR DROP ON
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No,matter where you choose to li~e, you can save money on your long distance phone bill'
withAT&T.On campus, we provide AT&TLong DistanceService savings through your College or
university. Off campus, choose AT&Tas your long distance carrier and save with AT&TSavings Options.
It's all part of The i Plan:" The personalized plan designed to fit the way you call.

Tosign up.stop by our booth on campus or call
'1 800 654~0471,Ex,t 4119.
_ OI993ATlIT
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ummer's over, school has
begun, . and now is a
wonderful time to start
thinking of that great letloose known as Labor
Day weekend.
Labor Day is a great time to
become one with the wilderness.
Camping has been the single most
popular way of celebrating Labor
Day, but if that luxury isn't an option
for you this year, you might want to
hang in the city.
The Idaho Shakespeare Festival
brings the madcap adventure mix-up,
A Comedy of Errors, to the Parkcenter
amphitheater today.
The comedy is set in the early
1960s and portrays a shipwrecked
family at sea, including two sets of
identical
twins. The family is
separated until fate brings them
together in a small town. The only
thing preventing
a reunion
is
repeated incidents
of mistaken
identity.
BSU theatre arts majors are
featured in the production. Sherry
Novak,
Anthony
Casper, Toni
Rayborn and Karen Wenstrom will
A Comeay 01 Errors~Tv Smith Cleft), Kathleen' Clancy and Steve Tague show off their '60s duds.
take center stage tonight at 8 p.m. A
technoraving.
The technorave will
Comedy of Errors continues through
to $12 instead of the regular adult .' Basement will rock in Labor Day
rage at 9 p.m., and, for those of you
rate of $15.
.
Sept. s., Sept. 10-11, and Sept. 17-18.
weekend with grinding tunes by The
Tourists and Trauma Hounds. The . who are looking to acquire a new skill
The Festival amphitheater opens its
If you just can't get enough of
over the Labor Day weekend,
mayhem starts in the basement at
gates at 6:30 p.m., allowing theaterdeep culture over the loafingholidaj,
8:30 p.m., while the upstairs 'gets set learning to technorave might be a
Literary Art in the Park is for you.
goers time to gorge themselves with
great way to impress your friends.
The Rose Garden in Julia Davis Park
to go wild at 9:30.·
It
brown-bag' picnic food and to enjoy
will be a venue for readings from
. H all else fails and you don't feel
some pre-show entertainment.
The Crazy Horse won't be a drag
BSU English professor Chuck Gilford;
If you are still hemming and
like doing a damn thing over the
to be around' this weekend as local
Boisean Dr. Todd Pilch, Idaho Falls
hawing over whether to attend
Labor Day weekend, you canalways
band Dirtboy kicks off the release of
Rocky' Barker,
and
because you've ..just spent the . journalist
kick
back on the sofa and perfect your
Margaret Aho of Pocatello.
. its new CD, Monster 1ruck Shpwdown,
majority of your finances on books,
ability
to shotgun a beer.
with music by Graveltnick and
. The reading begins at 6:30 p.m. o~
the nice people at the Shakespeare
Whether you spend your Labor
Butterfly
1i'ain
on
Friday
at9
p.m.
Sept. 2 and is.free to the public;
Festival have arranged a 50 percent
Day weekend taking in the arts or
Festivities at the Crazy Horse don't
For those of you who are more into
discount
for all BSUstudents.
deafening yourself With live music,
end on Friday. At9 p.m. on Saturday,
live music, Boise will be hopping this
Admission for all shows is $6 at the
.please
remember all studying is
Sept.
4,
the
Horse
will
become
Boise's
door with a BSU photo ID.nCkets for weekend.
.prime place for the new dance craze . comPli:te1y off limits.
Tom Grainey's
and Grainey's
faculty and staff are also discounted

irf
Judy Carroll
Culture Writer

Dlrtboy has much to be
excited about this fall as they
celebrate the release of their
first. CD, Monster Truck
Showdown, at the Crazy
Horse, Sept. 3.
. ,.
Graveltruck and Butterfly
Train
will
open.
the
celebration at 9 p.m. with
their brands of great Boise
alternative while the guys
from Dirtboy
sign and
deliver their new CD. '.
.
According to Vocalist Greg
Eslinger
the
music
on
Monster .Truck Showdown .is
not.to be taRet1,seriously,
becauseit.Is not politically
.' motivated.
"I' doil.'t take
anything lsay seriously so I
hope nobody else does," says

r
their
music
and '. Black
Eslinger.
Guitarist
Marc
Sabbath's
and
'Ozzy
Frisk adds" "They make. lots
OsbOurne's. "
of· racket and sing about
being pissed off at girls,"
. . "Wh~tever y~u heard is
probably not true," they say.
When trying to pin down
Although
there are no
their style, Dirtboy describes
plans to goon tour, Dirtboy
themselves
as acid rock.
has no desire .to get hooked
Frisk says there has not been
into the local bar scene. The
any good add rock bands for
music
awhile, and Dirtl::1oy'fits the , group feaisth~ir
would lose its. spontaneity
bill; Dirtboy also prefers live
and become a job.
..
performances, Causing them
. Dirtboy' does occasional
to base- riosCof
the
recordings fo',' Monster 1Tuck . spotsafSuds' or Crazy Horse,
Showdown from what theY've and on..5e. pt. 10 willyeri,orm
at BSU in the Over Exposure
dane live.
series at.9p.m. Dirtboy says
Dirlboy says their music
their CD is bringing some
has gotten faster this year
good gigs their way .. On the
compared to their earlier selfburner is the possibility
()f
titled demorel~
last' Year,
performing
at Boise radio
and Eslinger jokes that his
singihghasimproved.
, .', '. station Power .100's on~year
anni versary in Memorial
.Dirtboy does. not agree
'Stadi~on
Sept;12. .
.
lVithcom~ns
made with

'.'J)lI't~y'~re,lef~-to~~6t,;~II(~1I~~~.~i~~
Eslinger, Mark Frisk, deff ",.wer~' "
.
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FILM

and over. Sept. 1-4: The
Tourists.

Over Exposure V 3853655. Sponsored
by
Student Programs Board.
Dcnations " accepted.
Exposure startsat9 f.m.
on-the northside 0 the
Special Events Center
featuring Iive music by
Dirtboy and The Blues
Brothers at 10:30 p.m. on
Sept. 10.

Hannah's 345-7557.621
W. Main. Doors open at 3
p.m. on weekdays, 5 p.m.
weekends. Ages 21 and
over. Wednesday nights
are ladies' nights. Thesday
nights feature acoustic duo
Gemini.
Wednesday
through Saturday live
music by SecretAgents.

RECITALS
Mostly Graduates 3853980. Sponsored by, t~e
BSU department of music,
, Donations at the door
welcome. The piano recital
to benefit the Northwest
Peskanov Piano Festival
will take place at 7:30 p.m.
in the Morrison Center
Recital Hall on Sept. 3.

English
professor
C h u c k
Guilford and Dr.
Todd Pilch of
Boise, Rocky Barker of
Idaho Falls and Margaret
Aho of Pocatello begin at
6:30p.m. on Sept. 2.

Selections
from
the
Glenn
C.
Jan
.s s
Collection of,
American
Realtsm and
, Selections from
, the Permanent
Collection:
J ames Castle
Drawings.

MUSIC

The Cactus Bar 3429732. 517 W. Main. Doors
ART
North American Indian open at 9 p.m. Ages 21 and
Mondays
and
POETRY
Paintings
by George over.
Catlin 345-8330. 670 Julia Thursdays are open mic
Idaho
Shakespeare
Davis Dr. Sponsored by nights.
Festival 336-9221.Located the Boise Art Museum.
,.o:(tParkcenter-Blyd.'Tic~ets,:-Museum hotlrSarelO"a~m.- '" •Crazy Horse 384-9330.
1519 W. 'Main. $5 at the
a're $9;'$13~50and $9 for 5 p.m. Tuesday through
preview shows ~t Select-a- Friday and noon-5 p.m. door on Fridays and
Seat. Student tickets are Saturday and Sunday. Saturdays. $3 at the door
half price Aug. 31, Sept. 1- Sept. 2: Museum open for Technoraves. Doors
5, 10-11~and 17-18 at the until 9 p.m., admission is open _at 9 p~m. Sept. 3:
door with BSU ID card. $3. Admission
is $3 DirtboyCD Release Party
!he feature show this year general, $2 students and featuring Graveltruck and
IS A Comedy of Errors.
seniors, $1 school age Butterfly Train. Sept. 4:
children, and 5 and under Technorave with DJJesse.
,Literary Arts in the Park are free. Catlin's exhibit
336-7338.Julia Davis Park will run Aug. 28-0ct. 24.
Grainey's
Basement
Rose Garden. Admission is Also featured through Oct. , 345-2955.107S..6th. Open
free. Readings by BSU 24: Oversize Still Life: 8:30 p.m'.-2 a.m, Ages 21

THEATER,

&

'" ,
, '4Ieli i

••

-_!!tI'

F0 0 T BALL

~:.,;' .:(to. die

-,,,'

!IillIII?,

S H I RT

.....
, .... ,.'5..... "'...
.ONLY

$8.95
ADULT SIZE XXL $10.95
CHILD ~IZE $7.95
$1.00 FROM THE SALE OF
EACH SHIRl' WILL BE

DONATED TO THE BSU
ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP
FUND

.........................•.............................. ~
--:'-/"--RONCO
SHOP,
, UNTIL.' KICKOff

, Lock, Stock N' Barrel
385-9060. 4705 Emerald.
Open 8 p.m. to midnight.
Ages 21 and
over.
Tuesday-Saturday: Tauge
& Falkner.
Pengilly's 345-6344.,513
W. Main. Ages 21 and

over. Every Monday night
is acoustic jam night
featuring, John Hansen.
Sept. 1-4:]ohnHansen.
Tom Grainey's
3452505. 109 S. 6th. Open 9:30
p.m.-2 a.m; Ages 21 and
over. Sunday
nights
feature rock 'n' roll with
Boi Howdy. Monday night
is blues night featuring
Chicken Cordon Blues.
Tuesday night is jazz night
featuring Opus Pocus from
8:30p.m. to dose. Sept. 1~4:
Trauma Hounds. ,,'

Are you sleeping,
wlth someone.

,:8 R -.0:- N C:'O "

di

Koffee Klatsch 3450452. 409 S. 8th. 18 and
over after 9 p.m. No cover
charge. Sept., 2: Jazz
ensemble Equinox. Sept. 3:
Original music by Bill
Coffey,
and
Gary
Newcomb. Sept. 4: Solo
artist RebeccaScott.

.

MonllCJVo TIJlIIdaY &mom. ~7:Olp.l1i
~.1'ddaV
ema.m.. 5.«lp,m:
,sat\IOav Ioma..m.· ~
, 1'hOnO' (2ll8)~1
fall,(2ll8)~1

~II

.
,

liME FOR HOME FOOTBALL GAMES

f'or?'>\;':

The Person you're sleeping with could have a sexually ,
transmitted disease. Even AIDS. If you're not ~p to date
on how to protecty~urself,you couldbe rnakinq a date
with death.'
"
'
"
, " It's not our intention to scare you', What, we wa~~ to
do is help. We sincerely care about you. We re sensitive,
understanding and professional. We're also,very afford, able and everything is confidenti.al.
You can talk to us about anything and Qet stralqht answers. Our
-Extensive range of services: safer sex education, testing ,
and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases, and r'!'0re.
To be honest, abstinence isthe only sure pro~ectlon .
But we're not going to tell you how to le~d your life. We
just want to offer you the best reproductive health care,
you can get.
,
Make the smart choice. Come to Planned
Parenthood.

_For an appointment, call 345 - 0760

«J Planned

Parenthood"

..0.,'
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It's

BBB

After two years of hard, grueling
labor
to
meet
deadlines,
interviewing numerous people, and
going blind writing in a gloomy
basement, I have finally reached
nirvana •••CULTUREEDITOR.
I stayed awake for several hours.
on many a night trying to come up
with ideas to make this the best
culture section The Arbiter has ever
seen. After all, the culture section is
like no other section of the paper. '
Although the reviews give it a
tendency
to bare a slight
'resemblance to the opinion section,
the difference is that most of them
tend to involve the musicindustry. .
This year's writers are great men
and women who have chosen to
work under an overbearing
Wednesday deadline, for little pay
and so-so recognition. They are
currently typing copy above and
beyond the call of duty to give you,

;>

;;

and theater along
with
.. ,
other
The
Arbiter,
interestingly
bizarre
something fun to
. stories and features.
read,
amid
a
In addition to all
plethora
of
this,
I, your humble
depressing news
Culture
Editor, am
, items.
issuing
an open
Along with an
invitation to any of
entirely new staff
you to call me and
of culture writers,
give me your ideas to
. there will also be
improve this section.
some new items
My officehours are
added
to
the
from 3 p.m, to 5 p.m,
section. Local Live,
Melanie Delon
Monday
through
: my most recent
Friday,
and
the
concoction, is a
number for the office is 345-8204.
profile story of a local band
Please call me and let me know what
performing the weekend of the
you would like to see.:
release of each new issue.
I'd also like to. start a picture-ofLocal Live's purpose is to give
the-week type of thing that features
you an idea of what the band
sounds like, how long they've been photographs, drawings, or what not
around Boise, and other interesting by BSU students. If you have some
artwork you'd like the student
tidbits we think you should know.
to see, please bring it to our office,
Other additions to the culture
located across the street from the
section include more pictures,
SUBon University Drive.
reviews about movies, literature,
the loyal readers of

Melanie Delon
Culture Editor

body

inel

II

ti nis

th

I'd also like to extend a great, big
THANKS A MILLION to my
mentor and former culture editor,
Chereen Myers. Chereen spent some
of the best years of her life in this
basement, while putting up 'with my
deadline tardiness.
She also wrote some really great
stuff. But don't fret about Chereen's
absence, because you can catch her
work each week on the good pages
of The Idaho Statesman, and in the
monthly music magazine Disc
Respect, available at the Record

Exchange.
So much for the "out with the
old, in with the new" stuff. Just
keep in mind, when you're sick of
hearing about registration troubles,
fee increases, overcrowding, lack of
parking, and the darker side of BSU,
you can tum to the culture section,
and read about something a bit
more pressing in your life, like how
to shotgun a beer.

White Zombie dredges nightmares, bad acid trips for material
Melanie Delon
Culture Editor

WHITE ZOMBIE
LA SEXORCISTO:
DEVIL MUSIC
VOL. 1
GEFFEN

RECORDS

•·.I.,;l< .
~r}

....

r. "

~/

Rock hard power chords,
thunderous drums, unpaved
vocals, and a variety of
topics give White Zombie
everything they need to
make La Sexorcisto: Devil

Music Vol. 1.
This album is ugly, but
then again so is Whi te
Zombie. La Sexorcisto
is
White Zombie's third album,
and is by no means
something Little. Timmy
should go to sleep to. It's
about nightmares,
hell,

............

"S1RIKINGLY OmODW. ...
__

......

VORl TIIS

"****

mE BEST PIctURE OF mE YEAR."
.Juft e.tnard.

clothes
for
people
lonlo,l
r, ....

open m-s 11-&, sun 12-5
113 n. 11til st., 338-5034

NEW-YORK

POST

Iron Butterfly's "Indagoda
Davida," the radio, movie,
and other theatrical sound
effects along with the death
vocals of Zombie make La
Sexorcisto all their own.
The quartet crept.up from
the seedy New York City
mosh house CBGB's, and
recorded its first album,
Psycho Head Blowout, in 1987.
Success came in the form of
a record deal from Caroline
Records with the release of
their second Lp, Soul

Although most rockers
demons, and death. You
know, all the good things in talk of such subjects in their
music, then in interviews
life.
brush it off as a joke, White
It
is
also
about
Zombie is dead serious.
psycho bitches, highways,
La Sexorcisto is filled with
erotica, and mustangs. In
images you expect to see on
the song "Black Sunshine,"
currently the third video off a bad add trip into hell, and
your first invitation into this
of La Sexorcisto, the "True
Death: 400 horsepower of experience comes through
the song ''Welcome to Planet
maximum
performance
piercing the night, described Motherfucker IPsychoholic
by Rob Zom,!,ieisn't the only Slag/,
Some of the other songs
item of discussion. Zombie
says the other, prevalent . that might turn any good
listener's head is White
themes of.the song include
Zombie's Headbanger's Ball
"murder, cat-fights, and
hit, "Thunder Kiss '65," or
kidnapping."
"Thrust," which Zombie
describes as "the exotic
dance of love," but don't be
fooled kids, irs not a ballad.
The guitars provided by J
are full of rage, and bassist
Sean Yseult adds nothing
feminine when her gutthrobbing style combines
with Ivan de Prume's
, shaking drums. Together'
they make a beat that kicks
your ass through all of La
Sexorcisto's'11 songs.
Although to most, de
Prume's drumming bears a
very strong resemblance to
the heavy drums on such
legends as Led Zeppelin' 5
"The Immigrant Song" and

Crusher.
White Zombie was signed'
to Geffen in the summer of
'91, and put on heavy
rotation
on
MTV's
Headbanger's
Ball.
However,
their
recent
success has a lot to do with
the favorable video critiques
"Black . Sunshine"
and
"Thunder Kiss '65" have
received from the Beavis &
Butthead show.
Now that White Zombie
has launched its assault on
the good citizens of the
world, people can be sure
that even PMRC warning
labels won't keep them from
being heard.

Idaho Shakespeare Festillal
.
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at tho theat;.
ticket
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400

ParkCont.,
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Theafer. opens.
.'leating .at. 6:30.'
Show begin.
. ..at g:~O.
.Can 336-922t
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Mark Woodall
Sports Writer .
When the BSU football
team: takes
the field
Saturday to start the 1993
football season, it'll be a
team with a whole new
look.
'
A brand newcoaching
staff led by Pokey Allen is
the biggest change in the
Bronco football program.
Allen comes to BSU from
Portland State, where he
took his team to the
Division
II National
playoffs five out of his
seven years there.
Alan Borges, Allen's
offensive
coordinator,
brings a' wide-open prostyle offense to Boise. The
traditional Bronco offense
of the past few years was
based heavily on the run,
and was sometimes a little
too predictable.
That
shouldn't happen this year.,
"1 plan on being the
'most unpredictable offense
.·-'In thEHeaglie,,,AlIeri Said.:
The
Broncos
will
showcase
their
new
version of football in the
season opener against
Rhode
Island.
on
Saturday.
But the coaching staff
isn't the only change from
last year's look.
Danny
Langsdorf,
a
backup last year, and Lee
Schrack, a transfer from
Mesa junior College in
Arizona, are battling for
the rights to run this high
octane offense, trying to
replace last year's starter,
'n'avis Stewart.
Langsdorf, a sophomore,
and Schrack, a junior, are
.expected
to play in the
games on some kind of

Questions
erlsefor
football
squad

II
lift

rotation until one of them.
steps up and establishes
himself as the clear-cut
starter, Allen said.
, The offensive line should
be solid this year with nine
, players returning for the
five' starting
positions,
including
tackle Harry
Beresford and guard Matt
Romberg, the only two
starters from last year's
line.
Mike Wilson and Kerry ,
Lawyer lead the way as
returning
starters at the
wide receiver position.In
the multiple-setofferise,
[arett Hausske should also
see a lot of playing time at
one of the wide-out
_positions.
Prentice
Stephens
returns as the only running
back who saw action last
year, but he will be
competing for playing time
with junior college transfer
Willie Bowens, SOphomore
Brandon Ferguson looks to
have .the lock on the
starting
......
,.;', fullbaCK
.pOsiti0n-at least for

Opinion by Scott Samples
Sports Editor .

now.

.There/s a three-way
skirmish for the starting
tight
end
spot" With
sophomore
Del Graven,
senior Dave Deitz, the
starter last season, and
freshman
Nick Leonard
each vying for the position.
With a new coaching
staff comes the lack of job
security. Just ask any of the
returning
defensive
starters.
Senior Scott Monk and
senior Eric Escandon are
in a neck-and-neck battle
for their starting positions
at
linebacker,
with
sophomor~Brian
Smith
and sophomore
James
Reese.
Senior: Lonnie

17

Lee SChrack Is competing for the vacant
quarterback slot against Danny Langsdorf.
Dam and sophomore lim
Foley both saw action last
year and continue
to
battle for the starting free
safety position. All of the
other ,defensive backfield
positions could see some
change, from last year as
well. Returners DaWuan
Miller, a sophomore, and
Chadwick Byrd, a junior,

along with junior Phil
McFadden,
and Hawaii
transfer and Boise native
Tasi Autele,
a senior,
could all see playing
time.
The defensive
line is
seeing
the
least

• Football continued
on page 18

Tall Broncos short

With less than a week to
go, before the first game of
the 1993 season, the BSU
football team still has some
, question marks.
"
,
Most of the questions are
simple
and
the
same
questions that get asked of
any
team
before
each.
football
season: Can the
offense move the ball? Can
the defense stop the other
team from moving the ball?
Will there be enough beer
after the game?
'
But for this year's Bronco
squad, there seem to be more
questions than usual.
When the Broncos lost 6216 last November to their
intrastate rivals, the Idaho
Vandals,
it ended
a
tumultuous season that saw
the resignation
of six-year
head coach Skip Hall.
The facts' have been
repeated
over and over,
again: and are pretty much
,common knowledge. With a
~ record it was BSU's first
losing season since 1986
(which resulted
in Hall's
predecessor, then head coach
Lyle Setencich, being booted
from the team). It was also
the 11th time Boise State lost.
to Idaho-a
capital crime in
the eyes of BSU fans.
All season long; boosters,
fans, and anyone who could
form an opinion, called for
Hall's head. After the Idaho
game, they got it, and in'
came Pokey Allen.
Allen, head coach at
Portland
State for seven
.years, knew a little about the
Bronco team.
His Division II PSU team

• Column continued
on page 18

n experience

most Bronco team experience, and,
was one of the Big Sky's hitting
percentage leaders last season.
Dutto, who is the only fourDarlene Bailey has gained a lot
year starter on the Squad, is looked
of experience in her lS'years as the
at to lead the young team.
. Broncos'
. volleyball
coach.
. .,"1 don't feel an obligation to,
Unfortunately, her team isn't quite
lead the tearn, but I want to do it," ;
as experienced.
she said. After three weeks with the '
Still, Bailey is optimistic about
team, Dutto feels that it is all
the talent and size of the team.
coming
together.
"We have
However, she hasn't had suchan
progressed
by
leaps
and
- Darlene Bailey she said. "We are gettingbounds,"
inexperienced
team since her
along
inaugural year with the Broncos.
B$U volleyball ,coach well. It's like we're coming
The Broncos definitely have.
together.'~ -."
size. Seven of the 13 players are at
. Regardless of the fact that the
defense
and
athletic
ability'
that
do,
•
the 6-foot level, the tallest being 6Broncos.only
have three upperit
for
you,"
she
said.
.'
.'
foot-3 freshman·.Amber WoodCock. ,
'classmen-Melissa
Dahl... -.' Teri
. ";
.
.
The team also has' talent in
, .aeightis.notamajor
factor in
senior
middleblocker
."Kristen
Bailey's opinion, though. , ,
• ,
~.Volleyball continued·
Dutto. Dutto, who was named to '
'. "Height does not win "ball
page 18,
games foryou. It's ball control, . the all-Big Sky team in 1992,has the
Layne Hansen
Sports Writer

'Height does not
win ball games for
, you. It's ball.control. '
defense and athletic
ability ,that do It for

you."

'.

, .'

~..

.

.'

.

....
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Tuesday.

competition), and an event called
at area sports shops, the Sports
Center, or by calling 322-PLAY. ' . "tubing the mighty Boise" opened
Aug. 30 and closes Sept. 3,
,
Sign-ups for flag football (men
and coed) and golf (open) will open
Sept. 1and close Sept 8.
All entries are due" ill.the
The BSU intramural season is intramural/recreation
office at5
ready 'to begin with seven events
p.m. on the day entries close for
opening for sign-ups.
each sport Flyers for specific times,
Registration for two-person sand
number of people, and rules will be .
volleyball (men and women), fourposted. For more information, call
person sand volleyball (coed),
the intramural/recreation office at
tennis singles (men and women),
385-1131.
California
softball
(open

Roller hockey,
league forming

I"

Intramural season
ready to start'up

Although it's almost September
and it's still relatively hot,
interested athletes can start playing
with a puck and a, stick.
The Boise Sports Center is
hosting Boise's first roller hockey,
league, with registration going
until Sept. 4. Leagues for all ages
and skiD levels are being formed
now.
'
Registration forms are available
,

SCHEDULE
" '1

"Nafiorialvolleyball
squcc:f hits 'Boise
The. women's-U'B.
national
volleyball team will be ..coming to
Boise State on Oct. 1to take on
Japan's national team.
The match, which begins at 7:30pm.
will be playedat theBSUPavilion.
. Reserved seat tickects are $12.50
and $8..50, and are
sale at the
Pavilion on office and all Select-A
Seat locations. .

on

,

BSU· RECREATION'
.

AUSust :U.19,9~:

Annex pool

6:30 a.m. to 8 a.m., Mon.-Fri.
11:40 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., Mon.-. Fri.
4:40 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
2 p.m. to 5 p.m., Sat.-Sun.

Annex weight room
6:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.rn., Mon.-Fri.
11:40 to 1:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
4:55 p.m. to 9 p.m., Mon.-' Thurs.
4:30 p.m. to 8 p.m., Fri.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m., Sat.-Sun.

Pavilion weight room
6:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m., Mon.-Fri.
·11 :40 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., Mon. and Wed.
11:40 a.m. to 1 p.m., Tues. and Thurs.
2:40 p.m. to 9 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.
11:40 a.m. to 8 p.m.,Fri.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m., Sat.-Sun.

Pavilion gym
7:40 a.m. to 9:30 a.rn., Mon.-' Thurs.
10:40 a.m. to 11:55 a.m., Mon. and Wed.
4 p.m. to 5:10p.m., Mon.-· Thurs.
6 p.m. to 9 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.
7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., Fri. .'
1 p.m. to 5 p.m., Sat.-Sun'.

• Volleyball cont.
from page' 17
Johnson, and Dutto--,-Bailey
feels, that her team will not
lack in leadership. '
In an, intra-squad
scrimmage last Saturday, ,
the orange team, coached - ,
by assistantMike Waller,
defeated
Bailey's blue
squad, 15-9, 15-7,15~2.. '
The orange squad was
led by Woodcock and Sarah.
Buxman, whocombined for
21 kills and eight blocks.
"I' was pleased .with
some
things,
in the
scrimmage and not so
pleased with other aspects,"
said Bailey.
According to Bailey, the
fact that the Broncos were ,
chosen to finishthird in the ,
coaches' preseason poll, is,a
sign of respect for her
program. ,:
But she .said it was hard
to predict how the team
would do.
"I 'don't know," she
AIblteriMoghan ero ..
said. ''We are going to take
'The SSU volleyball team will start its season on
it one match at a time and
.
Wednesday with a game against Utah State.
go from there."

• Football continued
from page 17

Main gym
11:40 a.m. to 1 p.m., Tues.-Thurs.
6 p.m. to 9 p.m., Tues.-Thurs.

competition for the starting
positions. Returning senior
starters .Greg Sabala and

Racquetball courts·
6:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.,Mon.-Thurs.~·
11:40 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.
4 p.m. to 9 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.
6:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., Fri.
1 p.rn, to 5 p.m., Sat. and Sun.

• Column continued

from page 17 '
thumped Boise State 51-26
in front of18,098stunned
Bronco fans in 1992. So
Boise State-figuring if you
can't, beat
~em, hire
'em-handed Allen the job
vacated by Hall.
And the town rejoiced.
Allen
hasn't
-made
majestic promises of a
national' championship, an
undefeated
record,
or

* Reservations will be taken for courts 1-3. with open
play for courts 4-5. Reservations can be made one day
. in advance.
.

Jogging track
6:30 a.m. to 2 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
5 p.m. to 6:30 p.rn., Mon.-Fri.

Climbing gym
. 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
1 p.rn. to 6 p.rn., Sun.
'

Chris Sheperd -Iook to
anchor the strongest part of
the Bronco defense. Senior
Kimo von Oelhoffenand
junior [oeO'Brien will add
to an already experienced

front four.
The Broncos are hoping .
the changes will lead to an
improvement on last year's
5-6 recordtheir first
losing season since 1986, '

and his brand of "funball."
humiliating the Vandals-at
, Butifthe losses start to
least not this season.
"
This is a team that is still . pile ~p, if this becomes the
fairly young, a team that
12th year. Idaho notches a
Allen has only had a few
win' over Boise State, or if
months to' mold into his
the Broncos rack up another
kind of squad. Still, Bronco . losingseason, will the fans
followers seem optimistic
beforgiving?
thathe can do it. .
With five, Division II
However, the biggest
playoff
'appearances, Allen's
question of all may be this:
proven
he can win. The
How
long' does ..the,
question
is,
if he doesn't win
honeymoon last? Right now
the fans seem to be in love this year,' how .long will
with the charismatic Allen Boise State fans wait?
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Celebrates back to school with .
Rollerblades&
2 &4:Man Raft Rentals
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Checkout the new
,c-j. ...-

~l
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i

,.()RCT~Shi~s{just$lO.SO,
l\I1on-Sat 3-,7 p.rn.:

.

Ira BSU'sSUB I Phone: 385-1946

'.

.SnowBoards,
&
Cool Weather
~pparel ..

Santa Cruz
Mistral.
HoogerBooger,
. BodyGlove

214S0U1H15nt,' B()JSE, ID83702.383-0073-

NOW:OPENVEARFiOUNDI
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DSPMarko~
. 1305WilIow Ave.
N1aBlB Falls, NY 14305-2825

College
Dan Killocn

SPANISH- Learn it the way you learned English. Get more ellposure
to native SJ'anish than any other Jan~aKe class on campus! Taught
TOTALLY IN SPANISH by a NATIVE hispanic with a degree in
$5 per lesson*
Call- Alpha Translations - 343-7151
Spanish.
*Pre=paid, 8 student & 8 leSson minimum.
(Two, hour-long lessons perlwk. for 4 wks.)

Need $$ For College?
.Think About This ...

~I

• No GPA Requirement
• No Financial Need Requirement
• All Levels of Education are Eligible
• Millions of Non-Federal Private Sector
Monies go Unclaimed Every Year
• Nationally AcCreditedVocational
Schools are Eligible

Call For Information: 1-800-605-4305
Scholarships Unlimited'
Guaranteedno
lessthansixsourcesforscholarship
funds

The Leader In Student-Organization Since~ 9 ,.,.,.
.Day Packs 'Organizers eBriefs
oUfeUme Guarantee

-Check out the Boo~toreS
LOWprlcesl
_D

~
III

D

'"

sR8~CO
!~~!~~RE=
~'=::~::...

Call385-3080

for extended back to school hours

i1 %
HELP WANTED

0283 evenings.

PART-TIMEJOB Starting
at $6.70 hr. Select your job
with the Idaho National
Guard. Call389-MII<E.

WANTED: Roommate to
share North End home with
single mom. $200jmo., less
babysitting; 338-5597.

24 HOUR LIVE PSYCHIC
LOOKING
FOR LOVE,
MONEY, SUCCESS? TALK
TO YOUR OWN PSYCHIC
AND PERSONAL FRIEND!
CALL TODAY 1-900-4466995, EXT. 411. $2.98/MIN.
18+.
'

NEED ENERGY to stay
up late and stay, plus brain
food to focust
Great
products that really work.
Call 342-3930:

FOR SALE

Sofas: $5 -15 Vacuums:
900
PHONE
LINES
$10 Clothes: $.10 Bikes:
TURNKEY AND CUSTOM
$15 - 35 Chairs: $1 - 7 The
LINES.
FOR . Garage Sale, 4204 Chinden
COMPREHENSIVE
INFO
Blvd. Open 7 days a week.
KIT SEND $2.00 TO: DHM,
322-8792.
'
15702 HALLDALE AVE. #A,
GARDENA, CA90247
WHAT A DEAL!! 1984
Red, Pontiac Fiero, Only
CRUISE SHIPS NOW
21,000
Miles,
4':'speed,
HIRING
- Earn 'up to 'removable sunroof, Cassette
$2000+/monlh
+ world
travel. Summer and Career
employment available. No.
experience necessary.
For
WIth Illo nation'sloadetIn colegt _no
more information call 1-206CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
_ed.~a1_
634~68 ext. C5903.

, 'HOUSING

,..eded for an ~
martcttlng posftlon.
R"JlOftSIbIo lor pacing o\l;elllling on bUIolln
bean!> .. Opport\r'jty 10 __ on IIIaIbtIng
progams for dlfll. liceAmerican Expron~'
and Mero,oll No uSn inYofVed..
pay
rato). FIeldbltl ""'".
f,tlSl be_II).
.
15 ho\n1week.
..
AMERICAN PASSAGE MEDIA CORP.
215 Wetl Hantson
S.. ttle WA 9&119-4107
'For more Wort'l'latlon, eal NETWORK

Convri'''_

ATTENTION
FEMALE
STUDENTS: House for rent,
$375 per person. ··Utilities
include:d. Swimming pool,
tennis court and more.· 362-

_.(soma bI·

(000)4&7·2434

stereo
with
headrest
speakers, tilt wheel, delay
wipers,
Showroom
Condition, $4175 OB<:>. 8531655 evenings.
FOR SALE: Double bed
in good shape (no head
board) $100. Classical guitar'
with velvet lined case. Like
. new $150. 343-4151.
BOISE HIGH·SCHOOL
MUSIC DEPT. YARD SALE:
SEPTEMBER 11, 8:00AM 4:00PM AT BOISE HIGH
SCHOOL AT THE CORNER
OF 10th and Washington.
Questions call Lori Allison
at 336-2865.

MISC.
LOST:
Gold-colored
bracelet with roses; gold
baby ring with diamond.
REWARD. 384-5563.

lWSE~t
OI1AREN1DD &none .
Week PW$ BONUS
up

i:O. $S501

MonagepromotlonsfortopcompcmJll5forOnltWeekonyolJrcofn.
pus. Callar FREE GifT and to ..
quallYtOl FREETRIP to MTV.
SPRING BREAK'94.
Call·800-95001037,oxt.35,

=II

TRAGER

Coupon

I

i

............-....
ANY
Limited

I
I

BAG

to stock on hand.
expires
Sept. 3!J 1.993

=II

Student Insurance Notice
All full fee students (8 credits or more) are
automatically covered by the student
health insurance program on the first day
of classes or the day fees are paid. if paid
late. Coverage for the fall semester
semester beginning on the first day of
classes and ends 'enthe first day of
classes the spring semester. Student
Health lnsurancebensfltsare available to
dependents and part time students who
pay less than fullfe'es but are enrolled in.at
least three' credit hours of class each
semester.
.
Students not wishing to keep .this
coverage can .applyfor arefund of the
insurance fee by Jilling a petition. with· the
insurance representative during the first
ten working days of each semester. The
faiL semester refund period will startt
Monday August 30,1993 thruBeptember
4,19939:00 am to 7:00 pm. 'September 7,
1993 thruSeptember 11,19939:00 a.m, to
5:00 p.m. .,Ih the Student Union Building at .
the Informatlon
Booths. For more
information •about the Studenflnsurance
calt Sandi· Neil at 385- ·4063 or Ted
Arellano at '385-3863

Tuesday, August 31, 1993

HaryestC~nturY'Triur'93.
'
BIKE TOUR for Idaho NetwOrk for
,
-. "Children'
, '
Sunda.yI ,sept. '12 intlie Lake'

Call S.usie Klepackl at 345,-9147

.

Non-Traditional Students
Support Group
Wednesday, Sept. 1;3:30 in the

. -'.

Call 336-7298
"

'1HE ORoANIZA1l0N OF STUDENfS OF

AFRicAN DESCENT
("I!'"'
\I

.

YOUNG LIFE 101'
Sunday nights
7 ..,8:30 pm lri,the
SUB Boyington Room
startlngSept .. 12.
Meet new friends for
Bible study and discussion.
"Nobody Joins Young Life;
You Just Show Up!"
Contact Tom, 377-5240

Seven Telecourses for Fall 1993

Lowell Uea.of. canyon Coaty
.
.

", Share.' Care; Encourag~

BSU Offers,

(OSAD)

Brink Room oJ the SlJ!3'

'

Call Dianna Longortaat 385'~1583

invites you to .the
1993 Kick-off Picnic
Sunday. Sept. 5. 3 pm
in the SUB Annex
Food and Music Provided by OSAD

POETRY DAY 1993

Celebrate poetry at
,
Mt. Hood Community College in
Greshmp. Oregon
'
Frtday, Oct. 15, 7 - 10 pm

BSU VOLUNIEER FAIR
Wednesday, sept 15•
.10 - 2 pm in the Quad
Call 385:'4240

FIRST

{,

..,-

.

OPENMIC

Get rules and' categories by sending
a self-addressed~stamped envelope
"
to
Joan A. Henson
6071 S.W. Park Road
Tualatin. OR 97062
Poetry mUst be in the hands oj the

The ACLU Club of BSU and the
ACLU Idaho Chapter
present
SiX performances of Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee's
Inherit the Wind
, Sept. 10, 11~16, 17, 24. and 25
8 pm in the SPEC Center atBSU
Tickets are $10
'
BSU students' receive a 50%
discount at the box office
, Call 344-5243

41'

BSU
now offers 'classes for '
Rural Child-Care Providers
Call Frankie or Wilson at 385-4401-

Foreign Service Written Exam
Saturday, Nov. 13, in Boise
Call Career Planning and Placement
at 385-1747

Celebrate Community Service and,
Social Awareness with
Into The Streets
Saturday. Nov. 6, 10 - 2 pm
in the Quad
.
cali Fafa at 385-4240

THE ARBITER IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
COpy EDITORS. THIS IS APAID POSITION, WITH
TRAINING PROVIDED. STRONG SKILLS IN THE
ENGLISHLANGUAG"EA MUST. INTERNSHIP CREP, IT AVAILABLE.
CONTAC.TDAWN OR ADAM AT ~4S-8:l04 FOR
DETAILS

BACK TO
SAVINGS
.PENCILS
Reg, $1.65

~...

NOW69 Dz

riiDm!!1

i7ETTar--'

31/2 HD~......"
_____

TYPING
PAPER
500 SHEET
Reg.$5.49

Reg. $14.13 ,

ONLY 6.99
3-RIN
BI~PERS

judges by Saturday,Sept. 18

Bookstore Price'

~.69

nvir
Hello, home shoppers,
and welcome to From the
Root,an environ-mental column made available by
JaNCO Distributors. Just
read on to find out what you
will receive as part of this
exclusive offer.
As is standard with all
environ-mental columns,
you will get one tidbit of
environ-mental news. But
how many columns have.
you read that can provide
not one but two-yes, .
two!-I00 percent guaranteed grains of environ-mental wisdom in every col-

..The Organizacion de Estudiantes
Lattno-Amencanos (OELA)
wants ,you to attend a pichicr
Thursday, Sept. 2 at 5:30

m Julia

Davis Park
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Boot
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while supplies last, so call
now!
NowI bet you're wondering,'cause I can see the look
on your faces, "Jon, what's
this gonna cost me? This all
sounds great, but can I
afford it?" Well let me tell
you home shoppers not to
worry. This deal comes at a
price you can afford,
We at JaNCO sent our
researchers into major
department stores looking
for a comparable product.
This column, published in a
major magazine, cost $3.95.
Now
weone
all expect,
.
came as
with
standardit tid-

umn?,
by Jon Knapp . bit of environ-mental news.
, That's absolutely right,
But it did not contain even
home shoppers! If you're
. 0f envi
tal
not completely and.totally
weapons prograInS (such as
~graml
elnvIron-men .
. fied 11
eed
d
cruise miss iles and MiCkey'
.. om, et a o~ea marginsans
r a you n
to 0
ally original thought or a
is return the unread portion, Mouse, respectively). But a
sparkof creativity.
and we'll refund your
few remain free, hidden
I don't know how those
money.
'
here and there, if you know
peo.ple can sleep at nigh.t.
where
we do!
d to look-and
1h
AI charging you outrageous
But. that's not a1l! AIong
" ' with your one tidbit of envi- An it's al erefor you.
I prices for such low quality,
you have to do is order now. ,
ron-menta 1news an d your
So let's review. You've
because all we ask of you
two grains of environ-mengot your one standard tidbit
home shoppers for the comtal wisdom, you will also
of environ-mental news,
pleteFrom the Root packreceive one marginally origi-you~ve
gOtyour
grains
age are weekly installments
nal thqught; . .'. .'
of environ-mental wisdom,
of just 10 minutes each, .
Now I know what you
and you've got your one. .
.Once again, home shop, home shoppers are thinking. marginally original thought..
pers, you get your one tidYou're thinking original
What more could you want? bit, your two guaranteed
thoughts ~retooscarceWell let me tell you.
grains, your one thought,
that with the rise of corpoIf you order now, you .. :<
and an occasional spark, all
rate mono-culture the few
Willalso receive=absolutely
'. for only 10minutes a week. '
original thoughts still being
free-anOccasionalr;~rkof
can you afford to buy? You
prod ucledin theted\VO~ld
aretreativify;Nowthisoffet.
~nm'.t.ba.efrf~adshnm?
tgtoa'.t.tCa.h·
··e·.l.l,botht:
t yconvermto
mS ant
..' can only remain available
sales gimmicks or Pentagon
tomofyourscr~.nnow!

two
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